
No software to buy or maintain

Extract key data from your documents

Documents can be structured, 
semi-structured or unstructured

99%+ Accuracy of metadata extracted

24-Hour turnaround

Cloud-based Agile Enterprise Workflow 
and Approval platform - search, retrieve, 
email, print, - Invoices, GL Coding, PO's, 
forms and other processes

Service Highlights Don’t let
your documents be 

the boss of you!
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Integrate metadata and associated 
images into client software

Unlimited document and form applications



Clean metadata all the time every time. 
Document management software has OCR technology, 

but the accuracy of what is extracted varies greatly. 
If the document has poor contrast, is creased or dirty, or 

the text and the background are similar in darkness, then 
OCR may not work well or at all. With Virtual Data Partners 
you never have to worry about OCR capturing your critical 

data accurately.

Frees up your employees
to focus on their jobs.

The data fields not captured by OCR must be manually 
entered by your employees. This is a time consuming and 

laborious process which is exacerbated by employee 
workload, lack of training and turnover. Virtual Data 
Partners frees up your employees to focus on more 
beneficial activities that are core to your business.

Data security is paramount
for you and us as well.

When required, Virtual Data Partners uses the Microsoft 
Azure cloud computing platform. Microsoft provides 

Azure customers with detailed information about their 
security and compliance programs, including audit 

reports and compliance packages, to help customers 
assess their services against their own legal and regulatory 

requirements. Among Azure’s many certifications and 
compliances are HIPAA, FERPA, FISMA, ISO 27001/27002 

and SOC 1/SSAE 16/ISAE 3402 and SOC 2. 

Your software applications just
became more powerful. 

Many companies purchase software to manage their 
documents. But these companies soon learn that until the 
document is processed accurately it cannot be managed 
by software. Instead of relying upon your software’s OCR 
to capture data intermittently, Virtual Data Partners can 
capture the key data fields and then integrate it directly 

into your software.

It's time to put your
documents in their place.

makes your documents work 
for you and lets you get back to 

running your business.

Service Benefits




